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.In each sentence more than one assertion is made about the subject. The robin collects mud and
lines her nest with it. She la ys her eggs and UIEDIIBIIL The Eggs are kept waIY1 and are protected by
the mother bird. W W What two assertions are made about each subject? Make three assertions
about the robin. Sometimes the same sentence may have a compound subject and a compound
predicate. Robins, song-sparrows, and bluebirds build their nests, lay their eggs, and raise their
children af3b--out the same Ere. In this sentence the subject substantive has been underlined once
and the predicate verb twice. There is a compound subject composed of three parts and also a
compound predicate composed of three parts. These are, however, considered as one subject and
one predicate. Problems In the following sentences, which have compound predicates and which
have simple...
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